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Abstract. The most common ways of measuring Cognitive Load (CL) is using
physiological sensor signals e.g., Electroencephalography (EEG), or Electrocar-
diogram (ECG). However, these signals are problematic in situations e.g., in
dynamic moving environments where the user cannot relax with all the sensors
attached to the body and it provides significant noises in the signals. This paper
presents a case study using a contact-free approach for CL classification based
on Heart Rate Variability (HRV) collected from ECG signal. Here, a contact-
free approach i.e., a camera-based system is compared with a contact-based app-
roach i.e., Shimmer GSR+ system in detecting CL. To classify CL, two differ-
ent Machine Learning (ML) algorithms, mainly, Support Vector Machine (SVM)
and k-Nearest-Neighbor (k-NN) have been applied. Based on the gathered Inter-
Beat-Interval (IBI) values from both the systems, 13 different HRV features were
extracted in a controlled study to determine three levels of CL i.e., S0: low CL,
S1: normal CL and S2: high CL. To get the best classification accuracy with
the ML algorithms, different optimizations such as kernel functions were chosen
with different feature matrices both for binary and combined class classifications.
According to the results, the highest average classification accuracy was achieved
as 84% on the binary classification i.e. S0 vs S2 using k-NN. The highest F1
score was achieved 88% using SVM for the combined class considering S0 vs (S1
and S2) for contact-free approach i.e. the camera system. Thus, all the ML algo-
rithms achieved a higher classification accuracywhile considering the contact-free
approach than contact-based approach.

Keywords: Cognitive Load (CL) · Contact-free approach · k-Nearest-Neighbor
(k-NN) · Support Vector Machines (SVM) · Machine Learning (ML)

1 Introduction

Driving is a complex task that requires high concentration with simultaneous skills and
abilities [1]. Research shows that, most of the traffic accidents are caused by the human
error. [1]. Most of the cases a road accident occurs when a driver loose concentration on
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driving due to look outside or thinking anything rather than driving task. Therefore, there
is a connection between low concentration level and traffic accidents has been identified
in [2]. Research shows that the number of road deaths increased by 28% in Sweden, by
14% in the Czech Republic and by 11% in theNetherlands in 2018 compared to 2017 [3].
Over 20% of those 90% are due to fatigue or CL (e.g. use of in-vehicle devices which can
lead to cognitive overload for the driver) [4]. CL is also known as cognitive workload,
which is a concept that describes the relationship between the cognitive demands from
a task and the environment that influence the user’s cognitive resources [5, 6].

To identify CL, psycho-physiological measures are mainly used, as they assess inter-
actions between physiological and psychological states of a human. The most common
psychophysiological measurement to detect CL is EEG, because it objectively identifies
the cognitive cost of performing tasks [6]. Other parameters are also used to detect CL,
such as: pupil dilation, HRV, galvanic skin response (GSR), and EEG etc. [7]. There
are disadvantages with these contact-based approaches as most of them used electrodes
and they should be connected to the human body, which can be cumbersome to use
in situations such as driving. In many occasions the measurement signals are affected
due to movements and artifacts [8]. That is why a contact-free way of measuring CL
could be ideal for these situations. On the contrary, the contact-free approach e.g. camera
systems have been incessantly growing in the research community [9]. Here, the camera
system have developed based on color schemas such as RGB and the Lab color space
to extract heart rate (HR) and IBI by detecting variation in facial skin-color caused by
cardiac pulse [9]. McDuff et al. [10] has built a remote person independent classifier and
predict CL with 85% classification accuracy, here, a contact-free camera-based system
was used in order to measure HR, HRV and breathing rate (BR).

In order to detect or classify CL, HRV features are used, since the HR fluctuates
with varying levels of CLs which can be detected with HRV metrics [11]. In medical
diagnoses and stress detection HRV is a commonly used parameter, there are many
different features in HRV that can be calculated and can be used as a parameter to
estimate CL. There are three established ways to calculate the HRV, either by time-
domain, frequency-domain or non-linear measurements [12]. CL detection is a very
inefficient for humans to manually review large data sets because of the factors that
occur naturally in everyday life situations [13]. This is why the ML algorithms are an
essential factor in classifying CL.

The data collection for cognitive load research are generally conducted either in
indoor environment using simulator driving or in outdoor environment using real road
driving scenario [14–16]. The authors in [17] have focused on the feasibility of using
visual attention features to classify CL in three different states i.e., low, medium and high
cognitive load. Four different classification models such as k-NN, logistic regression,
SVM, adaptive boosting and random forest have used and the k-NN received the highest
accuracy of 81%. A study performed by Wang et al. [18] has received a 97.2% of
classification accuracy in detecting high CL.

This paper presents a case study on contact-free approach for CL classification
based on the features extracted through HRV analysis and using on ML. Here, the goal
of the study is to compare the contact-free approach i.e., camera-based system with
the contact-based approach i.e., a Shimmer GSR+ system to determine how well the
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contact-free approach performs in detecting CL. To classify the CL, two different ML
algorithms, mainly, SVM and k-NN are used. This study includes a collection of data for
both the systems in a controlled environment. Thirteen HRV features were extracted to
determine three states of CL based on the gathered IBI values from both the systems. The
three levels are, S0: reference point for low CL, S1: normal CL where the test subjects
performed easy puzzles and drove normally in a video game and S2: high CL where the
test subjects completed hard puzzles and drove on the hardest course of a video game
while answering math questions [19]. To get the best classification accuracy with the
ML algorithms, different optimizations such as kernel functions i.e., radial basis function
(RBF), and sigmoid function were chosen with different feature matrixes both for binary
and combined class classifications.

2 Materials and Methods

In the contact-free approach, a LogitechHDWebcamC615 camerawith the resolution of
1920× 1080, and a frame rate of 30fps equippedwith auto focuswas used to record faces
of the test subjects. The recorded videos were saved in MP4 format. The camera was
adjusted according to the height of the head of the test subject so that it can capture the
facial image properly. The test subjects were sat roughly 70 cm in front of the camera
during the different phases of the controlled experiment, thus the desired ROI of the
test subjects and facial features were extracted [9]. During the data collection, the test
subjects were asked to move their heads as normal but not too much (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Overview of the workflow for measuring CL

In the contact-based approach, a ShimmerGSR+ systemwaswired up to the subjects’
body through a clamp to the earlobe, which provided the corresponding IBI values. The
data recorded by the shimmer sensor was connected to a laptop via Bluetooth. The
standard settings of Consensus were recorded as Unix_Timestamps, PPG_A13 as IBI
and PPGtoHR. The IBI value was recorded by the shimmer system and saved in Excel
sheets through a software called Consensus to monitor and manage the data gathered
by the shimmersensing1. The shimmer had a sampling rate of roughly 40000 after a

1 http://www.shimmersensing.com/products/consensys.
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5-min test run. Here the frequency of the sensor reading was 133 Hz. An overview of
the workflow used in this study is presented in Figure, that describes the different parts
i.e., Data collection, Data Processing, Data Set Preparation, Classification Learner, ML
Algorithms, Model Classifier, Classification Results.

2.1 Data collection

This study includes 11 test subjects with age between 21 and 33 years. Among them 9
were men with average age of 26 and two were women with average age of 27. Again,
four of them had lowest education in math, three of them had highest math education
and the rest had average math courses. The mean value of how good they see themselves
in mental arithmetic were 5, 9 in a scale of 10. The mean value of time spent playing
digital games per week was 13 h, but the time variation is high between the test subjects.
The one with the highest h per week had forty h, and the lowest had one hour Two of the
eleven test subjects only played on mobile, and the rest played on console/computer.

The data was collected through a controlled study consists of seven phases [19],
between phases there were a minor pause to set the next phase up and in the fifth phase
there were a 15-min break. The 1st phase of this experiment was a five-minute rest
while sitting normal and watching TV silently. The 2nd Phase was to complete the two
different easy metal puzzles while sitting normal. Here, the test subject played an easy
puzzle first, and when they have dissembled the first one, they started over the next one.
When both the puzzles were dissembled the test subject would start to reassemble both
the puzzles in the same order. This process was repeated for five minute. The 3rd Phase
was about to play both the metal puzzles with a higher difficulty. The 4th phase was
about the test subject rested for 15 min and were offered coffee and snacks. The 5th

phase was about to sit a normal watching TV silently same as in phase one, for five
minute. In the 6th phase the test subjects play a game ‘Mario Kart Double Dash’ on the
150cc course BOWER’S CASTLE competing against seven bots. The time of this phase
was five minute; however, the time was varied depending on how well the test subjects
performed. Finally, the 7th phase is about to play the ‘Mario Kart Double Dash’ 150cc
once again, but on RAINBOW ROAD, which is the final and the hardest course of the
game. Here, instead of competing against seven bots the test subjects had to answer
math questions while playing. The math questions had to be answered before the next
question was asked, the questions were asked in every 30 s and five questions in total
for each time. Table 1 illustrates the summary of the phases.

2.2 Data Pre-processing

For each phase of every test subject, the sample size was 40 000 on an average. A python
program with the library OpenPyxl was created in order to handle samples, the program
both transformed the UNIX time to ‘date time’ and removed the samples where the IBI
was – 1.0. Thus, a smaller sample size is reduced to 250–500 depending on the recorded
time as well as the precision of the device. The reason of this huge decrease was that
the IBI was calculated approximately once per second, since the HR was around 60–80
BPM for all the test subjects. This resulted in roughly 300 recorded IBI’s for each phase
of every test subject, since the length of each experiment phase was five minute long.
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Table 1. Summary of each phase during the data collection

Phases 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

Duration
(min)

5 5 5 15 5 5 5

Description Normal
sitting and
watching TV

Normal
sitting and
solving easy
puzzle

Normal
sitting and
solving hard
puzzle

Rest and
drinking
coffee/tea

Normal
sitting and
watching TV

Playing
driving
game

Playing
driving game
and solve
math

Goal Low cognitive
level

Medium high
cognitive
level

High
cognitive
level

Relax and
recover
state

Low cognitive
level

Medium
high
cognitive
level

High
cognitive level

Datasets S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2

For the camera data, IBI was extracted from the recorded video and saved in a
separate file. From each of the recorded video, first, the face of the test subject was
detected and then a region of interest (ROI) was selected from the detected face [20].
Each ROI was converted into three color frames which are red, green and blue which
are transferred into Lab color space or Lab signal. Three signal processing algorithm
First Fourier Transform (FFT) [21], Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [22] and
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [23] were used to extract IBI from the Lab signal
by applying a band pass filter of 40–120 Hz [24]. An overview of the camera system
that extracts IBI from a video recording is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Different steps of a camera system to extract IBI from camera data

2.3 Feature Extraction

Once the collected data were structured in a manner that would make it easier for a script
to extract features from the recorded data the implementation of the feature extraction
session started with the so-called trial and error phase in order to find a way of extracting
all the HRV features properly. The purpose of the script was to reduce the total duration
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of the recorded time into three min and only consider the middle of the recording and
remove the data from the beginning and end of the recording to avoid faulty recording.
These three min were then be further divided into three parts of one min each. Then for
each min of these three min data, the feature function in MATLABwas used to calculate
the 13 features where six time domain features and seven frequency domain features
as shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. Then the features for each phase was
calculated for each test subject. This was resulted in a 3 * 14 matrix linked to one class
(in the controlled experiment phase), where SittingNormal = S0, Driving 1 or Puzzle 1
= S1, Driving 2 or Puzzle 2 = S2.

Table 2. List of different time-domain HRV features

Feature Description Unit

MeanNN Is the average of all NN-intervals ms

SDNN Standard deviation of NN-intervals ms

RMSSD Root mean square successive RR interval differences ms

SDSD Standard deviation of successive differing between neighbor NN-intervals ms

NN50 Number of pairs of successive NN-intervals differing by more than 50 ms int

pNN50 Percentage of successive RR-intervals differing by more than 50 ms %

Table 3. List of different frequency-domain HRV features

Feature Description Unit

VLF Absolute power of very-low-frequency (0.003–0.04 Hz) ms2

LF Absolute power of low-frequency (0.04–0.15 Hz) ms2

HF Absolute power of high-frequency (0.15–0.40 Hz) ms2

TotalPower Variance of all NN-intervals (approximately ≤ 0,4 Hz) ms2

LF/HF ratio Ratio of LF-HF power %

LF (nu) Relative power of low-frequency (0.04–0.15 Hz) in normal units nu

HF (nu) Relative power of high-frequency (0.15–0.40 Hz) in normal units nu

2.4 Classification

For the classification using k-NN and SVM, the whole data sets were divided into four
groups both for shimmer and camera data separately as follows:

• S0 vs S1, Normal sitting vs Driving normal
• S0 vs S2, Normal sitting vs Driving with distractions
• S1 vs S2, Driving normal vs Driving with distractions
• S0-S1-S2, Combined classification
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First, 80% of the data for each group of data set was randomly selected for training and
20% for data was selected for testing. Binary classification was conducted for this paper
works and twoML algorithms e.g. k-NN and SVMwere considered an instance of super-
vised learning in which an algorithm learns to classify new observations from examples
of labeled data [25]. SVM constructs a hyperplane or a set of hyperplane to analyses
data to identify pattern and commonly used for classification and regression analysis
[26]. K-NN is a nearest-neighbor classification model in which it can be altered both the
distance metric and the number of nearest neighbors. Because a k-NN classifier stores
training data, the model is used to compute re-substitution predictions. Alternatively,
this model is used to classify new observations using the predict method [27].

Different kernel functions were investigated both for k-NN and SVM which were
weighted, fine andmedium kernel for k-NN and cubic, fine andmedium kernel for SVM.
The best cross-validation k-fold value was 10 for both k-NN and SVM. The binary SVM
classifier was implemented according to [eq. 1], the fitcsvm2 is a built-in function in
MATLAB that returns a trained SVM model, based on the features of the training set x
and the list with the corresponding class y. The parameters ‘KernelFunction’ indicates
that the kernel used in this model should be the variable k. The parameter ‘KernelScale’
indicates that the kernel scale used in thismodel should be the variable s. ‘BoxConstraint’
is the parameter indicating that the boxconstraint of the model should be the variable b.

trainedSVM = fitc
(
x, y′,KernelFunction′, k ′, kernelScale′, s′,BoxConstraint′, b

)

(1)

For k-NN model, [eq. 2] was implemented which is also a MATLAB built-in function.
The function fitck-NN returns a trained K-NN model and based on the features of the
training set x and the list with the corresponding class y. The parameterNumNeighbours’
flags that the variable k should be used as the number of neighbors for this K-NNmodel.
‘DisatnceWeight’ is a parameter in the fitc k-NN that indicates that the variablew should
be used as the distance weight.

trainedKNN = fitc
(
x, y,′ NumNeighbors′, k,′ DistanceWeight′, w

)
(2)

The optimized classifiers were implemented for each training set of the class combina-
tions based on the feature matrixes. The trained models were then given the features of
the test sets and based on how they predicted the class of the features, the accuracy of
each model could determine by how many correct class predictions it achieved. Each
model executed 20 times for each data set and mean value of the result was considered.

3 Experimental Results

The classification learner revealed that the two best classification algorithms for the
collected data were k-NN and SVM. Classification accuracy for the binary data sets (S0
vs S1), (S0 vs S2), (S1 vs S2) and (S0 vs S1andS2) and class classification accuracy for
the combined data sets (S0, S1, S2) are calculated using ML algorithms i.e., k-NN and

2 https://se.mathworks.com/help/stats/fitcsvm.html.

https://se.mathworks.com/help/stats/fitcsvm.html
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SVM. Also, F1-score is calculated for each of the data set using the ML algorithms. A
summary of the classification accuracy and F1-score for the shimmer data is presented in
Table 3 and Table 4 presents the classification accuracy for the camera data. The highest
value of F1-score both for the shimmer and camera are highlighted in gray color in the
table (Table 5).

Table 4. Classification results using Shimmer system

Classification Data set Shimmer

k-NN SVM

Mean accuracy with
20 runs

F1 Mean accuracy with
20 runs

F1

Binary S0 vs S1 0.74 0.7 0.74 0.78

S0 vs S2 0.78 0.74 0.66 0.79

S1vs S2 0.58 0.41 0.58 0.65

Combination S0 vs S1 and S2 0.72 0.86 0.68 0.85

Table 5. Classification results using Camera system

Classification Data set Camera

k-NN SVM

Mean accuracy with
20 runs

F1 Mean accuracy with
20 runs

F1

Binary S0 vs S1 0.71 0.71 0.70 0.68

S0 vs S2 0.81 0.84 0.74 0.74

S1 vs S2 0.67 0.57 0.65 0.66

Combination S0 vs S1 and S2 0.79 0.87 0.72 0.88

For k-NNandSVM, agraphical representation of averageF1-score between shimmer
and camera is presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. From the figures it can be seen that F1-
score for camera is larger than Shimmer both for k-NN and SVM considering binary
and combined class classification.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The experimental result shows that highest accuracy has been achieved in a controlled
environment using the camera recording during the driving phase. Also, this shows that
binary classification using the k-NN algorithm with the class combination of S0 vs
S2 achieves an accuracy of 81% which was higher than the expected accuracy from
the classification learner by one percent. With the same class combination and setup
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of F1-score between Shimmer and Camera data considering
binary classification.

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of F1-score between Shimmer and Camera data considering
classification of combined class

recorded with the Shimmer sensor system only got 78% accuracy, which is higher than
the expected accuracy 70%. For the class combination S0 vs (S1 and S2), the highest F1
score 84% was achieved with medium gaussian SVM using the feature matrix recorded
from the Camera system.

The results also demonstrates that the ML algorithms could classify CL in Driving
using video games with equal or even higher accuracy than a traditional way (i.e., using
metal puzzles). This is significant because controlled experiments that involve actual
video games have not been extensively used in the state-of-the-art research. This research
also reveals that the accuracy in classifying CL between driving normal and driving with
distractions was greater than the accuracy between the Easy puzzle and Hard puzzle.
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The reason for this might have been that the difficulty between the easy puzzle and hard
puzzle was too small. If math questions had been added to the hard puzzle phase of the
controlled experiment the results could have been different.

The best improvement was achieved from the testing with an increase of the accu-
racy with 3% based on the focus to feature selection. The MATLAB function sequen-
tialfs (Sequential Feature selection) was used to determine the best features among the
extracted features. This shows that the NFFT feature, was not necessary and therefore
NFFT was removed from the feature sets. After analyzing more into the features, the
MeanNN, RMSSD, VLF and TotalPower were found the most robust features while
considering stable accuracies. The data set S2 is provided more accuracy compare to S0
using contact-free approach since it was the most difficult and the hardest difficulty, the
driver usually ended up so far behind the bots on the course that they were not disturbed
by the bots in the game. The math questions were used to make distraction of the driver
which means there should have difference level of cognitive load; however, practically
it was not found the difference between cognitive load levels due to less distraction of
the drivers by math questions. The choice of an easier track could have made it possible
to have the data differentiate even more than it did. Also, the time determined when a
math question would be asked, every 30 s. This made most of the questions to be asked
when the driver had a straight line without any worries and could therefore answer the
question more easily. Also, more questions could have been held at hand in order for the
questions to stretch across the whole course.

When conducting the controlled experiment, the two recording systems (i.e., Shim-
mer and Camera) had to be started at the same time. The challenge with this was that a
button had to be pressed on each system in order to start the recordings. This made that
the two system recordings had a minor time difference of a few ms for each recording
for each of the test subject. Also, when cutting the recordings from five minute into three
minute the implementation cut at the one-minute mark. The same thing occurred when
the implementation cut the last minute from the recording at the three-minute mark.
Because of this cutting the time gap was small enough that it should not affect the result.

With thesefindings it seemsplausible that the contact-free systemcanbeused reliably
in real driving scenario. However, it would also be interesting to investigate if there is
something that increase the CL more than other things and try to categorize how much
it increased the CL. Also, do more experiments with the game over a longer period of
time, to see how different test subjects will adapt to the Mario Kart game. Here, only the
frequency and the time-domain features were considered. So, it would also be interesting
to involve the non-linear HRV features in the future.
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